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INTRODUCTION
1. This submission is made by Bryan Smith B.Sc, Dip.T.P. MRTPI, on behalf of
First Corporate Shipping Limited trading as The Bristol Port Company (TBPC).
2. This statement represents TBPC’s comments principally on Policy CS35 of the
South Gloucestershire Core Strategy. This Statement briefly outlines the port, its
trade and development over recent years and proposals to further develop the
capacity of the Dock Estate within the existing Port area at Avonmouth. This will
be followed by identifying the role of Bristol Port in the national, regional and
local economy, the relevance of such to the Core Strategy and, as relevant to
TBPC, to deal with some of the issues raised by the Inspector.
3. The main issue to which the representations made by TBPC relate are to ensure
that the scale of land devoted to employment activities at Avonmouth and
Severnside is maximised to:
a) ensure the status of the site as being of strategic importance, as defined in
the Draft Regional Spatial Strategy 2008 (RSS) is respected; and
b) realise fully the potential of the location being in close proximity to one of
the UK’s major ports.
As relevant to the text several Appendices are attached illustrating and providing
further information.
4. In addition to the comments outlined in this submission TBPC made comments on
other matters and as relevant these should be considered as part of this submission
e.g. reference to the logistic industry.
THE BRISTOL PORT
5. Bristol has been a port city since the 13th century. Responding to an ever
increasing growth in commercial ship size the original harbour in the city centre
was supplemented in the 19th century by the development of a new port at the
mouth of the River Avon known as Avonmouth, and in the 20th century by new
facilities on the south side of the confluence of the Avon with the Severn Estuary
known as Royal Portbury Docks (RPD). It is Avonmouth and RPD that now
essentially represent the commercial port of Bristol, comprising some 1,000 ha.
(2,500acs). (Appendix 1.) (In addition to the actual port estate TBPC also
inherited, as part of its acquisition from Bristol City Council, the Chittening
Industrial Estate and land at Crooks Marsh a former industrial waste tip, that is
located immediately on the south side of the Bristol CC/South Gloucestershire
administrative boundary at Sea Bank.)
6. Bristol Port, whilst being two physical entities separated by the River Avon, is run
as a single port. (There is one dedicated link between them (a coal conveyor belt),
but other intra-port movements take place via the M5 Avon Motorway Bridge.)
The port was, owned, developed and managed by the City Council until 1991
when it was acquired by First Corporate Shipping.
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7. RPD is capable of accommodating ships up to approximately 130,000 tonnes with
the older Avonmouth Docks having a 35,000 tonnes capacity. The Avonmouth
part of Bristol Port is within Bristol City Council’s curtilage with RPD being
within North Somerset Council. In the context of this submission Bristol port
should be taken as the whole of the Port’s estate though clearly Avonmouth Dock
has more direct spatial implications for the Avonmouth/Severnside area.
8. The Bristol Port is basically a general port handling a diverse range of mainly
imported cargoes. These include fuels (coal, oils and aviation fuel), vehicles, bulk
cargoes including fertiliser and grain derivatives, forest products and metals, and
containers. (The plan in Appendix 2 shows the layout and main uses of the two
ports at RPD and Avonmouth). The composition of trade fluctuates over relatively
broad timescales with new trades developing e.g. for the importation of biomass
products to fuel three committed energy plants to be developed, one in
Avonmouth, one in RPD and the third on part of the former Sevalco plant at
Severn Road. Since the port was purchased by First Corporate Shipping cargo
tonnage through the port has trebled.
9. The growth has been facilitated by a substantial capital expenditure programme
which has been sustained throughout the last 21 years since privatisation. In
excess of £450million having been invested on construction of port facilities,
buildings, infrastructure and associated works.
10. As the development of first Avonmouth and more latterly RPD represented a
response to the increasing size of ships so the proposal submitted to the
Department for Transport (DfT) in the form of a Harbour Revision Order in mid
2008 represented a response to the need to cater for the large ships being built to
meet the requirements of globalised trade in the 21st century. The Bristol Deep Sea
Container Terminal (BDSCT), to be constructed on the foreshore at Avonmouth
Docks, was granted permission in March 2010 and will provide a modern port
facility unencumbered by lock gates. This new container terminal, costing an
estimated £700million, will be able to handle the largest container ships being
built thereby enhancing the ports capacity by some 1.5 million teu (twenty foot
equivalent unit (standard measure of container volume) per annum (Appendix 3.)
THE ROLE OF THE BRISTOL PORT.
11. Bristol Port is ranked in the top ten of general commercial ports in the UK and for
much of the last decade has been the fastest growing port in the country. Whilst
this status in part reflects the investment into modernising the port’s infrastructure,
including reopening the redundant rail link to RPD, much is also owed to its
unrivalled geographical advantage and transport links. Located on the Severn
Estuary Bristol is the largest “inland” port in the UK which, together with very
good road and rail links, gives it quality access to much of the country. (This is
demonstrated by the map and figures in Appendix 4.) It is the quality of this
access, together with changes in world trade, which has encouraged the proposal
for the new container terminal at Avonmouth.
12. Nationally the port plays a major strategic role in supplying key industries –
notably energy, car distribution and agricultural industries – and supports a range
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of others including food and drink and manufacturing through a supply of timber,
minerals and metals etc.
13. Regionally the Bristol Port is the largest commercial port in the South West; a role
it also fulfils within the Severn Estuary. Trading patterns are difficult to quantify
but linkages to the region are expressed through such trades as animal feedstuffs
and fresh fruit and vegetables.
14. Avonmouth itself has seen considerable change in character over the past 20
years. For long the sub-region’s area for heavy industry (ICI Chemicals, Rhodia,
Philblack/Sevalco etc.) the changes witnessed reflects those of the nation as a
whole. With vastly improved motorway links to the national network, including
two bridges spanning the Severn Estuary, a by-pass to Avonmouth village
enhancing local accessibility, and a reactivated port since 1991 the area has been
reinvented as a logistics centre benefitting from its geographical location, quality
accessibility and globalisation of trade.
15. At the sub-regional level, West of England/Greater Bristol, work undertaken by
Roger Tym & Partners (2008) for the Environmental Impact Assessment to
accompany the Port’s Harbour Revision Order for the Deep Sea Container noted
that the port employed some 600 people of which 91% lived within the Greater
Bristol area. (The port is a major provider of permanent, skilled, blue-collar
employment opportunities through the specialist handling requirements of some of
its trade and adding value to onward dispatch.) Tym estimated there to be some
20,600 jobs in the immediate area of the port with the main categories being:


Wholesale and retail - 5,500



Transport, storage and communications – 4,000



Manufacturing – 3,400



Real estate and business – 2,800

Of these Tym estimated the employment supported by the port to be:


Port Specific and Port Tenants - 2,280



Port Related – 10,000

16. In their EIA analysis Tym’s suggests that the BDSCT would generate some 5,400
construction person years i.e. 540 new full time equivalent jobs. In respect of
operational employment Tym estimates that in the short term the economic
benefits to the Bristol region could be the creation of between 1,580 and 1,660
jobs adding some £53 million (gross) to the Gross Value Added (GVA) of the
Bristol sub-region. In the medium term (2026) the port is expected to support
some 7,900 jobs with an additional £410 million added to the local economy. By
2050 these figures could be 8,600 jobs and £730 million. (The relevant chapter
from the Environment Statement is attached as Appendix 5.)
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17. In more recent study commissioned by South Gloucestershire and Bristol City
Councils undertaken by WYG Planning and Design and Amion Consulting, the
resulting Avonmouth Severnside Outline Development Strategy (April 2012) (the
ASODS is Examination Document Ref. no. EB 68/1)) more up to date figures
have been presented for a wider area. These indicate that, ranging over three
scenarios reflecting differing combinations of B2 and B8 activities and for time
periods ranging at ten year intervals from 2020 to 2050, the following outcomes
could arise:


Employment Floorspace: additional 1,157,000 sq.m.



Gross Direct Employment: 13,970 – 22,370



Net Additional Employment: 5,550 – 8,890



Net Additional GVA (£million): 1,146 – 2,505

BRISTOL PORT AND THE CORE STRATEGY
18. Bristol Port Company’s position is to seek to encourage the scale of “employment
land” development to be maximised at Avonmouth/Severnside to take advantage
of the opportunities afforded by the Bristol Port now and in the future. It is
anticipated that the Deep Sea Container Terminal will be a catalyst for growth.
The Port does not perceive there to be any fundamental difference between the
southern part (Avonmouth) of the industrialised area and the northerly area known
as Severnside. In part this reflects the Port’s function of serving regional and
national markets, as well as the local area. The BPC believe that with the enlarged
capacity being planned for Avonmouth Docks that this will further enhance the
strategic quality of the location as referred to in the RSS, the demise of which
takes nothing away from the basic attractions of the area.
19. Given the role of the port and the recognised geographic and logistical benefits of
the Avonmouth/Severnside area TBPC basically supports the “Vision” as
identified in Policy CS35. In undertaking development and planning for the DSCT
TBPC is well aware of the ecological, archaeological, flood risk and transport
constraints prevailing in the locality and has complied with best practice.
Furthermore, in recognising the potential implications of longer term climate
change TBPC is, over time, bolstering the height and structures of estuary fronting
banks to ensure the future role of the port is not compromised.
20. The inherent co-ordination and co-operation emphasised in CS35 is supported by
TBPC who will work in conjunction with the two local authorities and other
statutory undertakers and stake-holders in developing a strategic framework for
the Avonmouth/Severnside locality. The studies commissioned by South
Gloucestershire and Bristol Councils comprising the Avonmouth and Severnside
Integrated Development, Infrastructure and Flood Risk Management Study
(February 2012) and the ASODS (Examination Documents Ref. Nos.EB68 and
EB 68/1 respectively) are welcomed by TBPC as providing a useful context in
which a co-ordinated development strategy can evolve.
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21. For Policy CS35 it is important that an agreed employment land data base, relating
to Avonmouth and Severnside should be agreed. It is suggested that with a Core
Strategy time horizon of some 14 years that there is an inherent level of
uncertainty but an agreed base allows for more relevant monitoring and review to
be conducted. This is very important in the context of Avonmouth and Severnside
where the scale and rate of change has been considerable over the past decade. (It
is not uncommon for redundant heavy industrial areas to be in an abandoned state
for many years before being redeveloped for a range of uses, not least residential
or other forms of commercial development e.g. retail facilities, but at Avonmouth
the rate of regeneration, for other forms of employment use has been relatively
speedy). A comprehensive appraisal of land and building availability to provide a
common data base is seen as a fundamental requirement that should be regularly
updated so that the forward development of the Avonmouth/Severnside area can
be properly planned and managed.
22. Up-to-date economic data is regarded as important in times of economic recession
and there should be no attitude of delay on the basis that there is already land
committed to development (the 1950s permissions) or that an economic slow
down occasions a “do nothing” mentality. This should not be countenanced. There
appears to be three broad ways in which private companies approach recession:


Essentially “do nothing” and hope that economic problems are shortlived.



Retrench, reduce output and forego unwanted building/land space
particularly as tax allowances can no longer be offset against vacant
premises.



Redefine ones business model including rationalisation of a
company’s estates and logistic systems. (For the latter the increasing
cost of fuel oil can be critical.) A local example of this is the
rationalisation of the distribution system operated by Currys/DLG.
Closing some 40 depots scattered around the UK the company
replaced them with two strategic locations at Bristol (Western
Approaches – Severnside) and Newark. As part of this general
rationalisation process is the requirement to seek specific purposebuilt premises as each company tends to have its own operational
footprint. The logistic industry is now more scientific and as a
component of a company’s management now has an increasingly
important role.

23. It is considered that in the last decade the standard footprint for
warehouse/distribution space has increased some ten-fold. The land demand for
such, together with the benefits of locating near to a major port, is reflected in the
decisions of B&Q and Asda to develop major distribution depots near to
Immingham and for Tesco at Teeside.
24. Accessibility is a major benefit of the Avonmouth/Severnside location. There are
motorway links in all directions (M5 north – south and M4 east –west), railways
with spare capacity, and a modern port, to be enhanced, offering world-wide
linkages. In recent times it is understood that the Highways Agency foresaw no
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highway capacity constraints but in the longer term, before 2026, there may be a
need for an additional motorway link on to the M49 as part of a realignment of the
highway network in the area. Such a link has featured from time to time but has
not been included in any major planning or transport policy documents over the
past 10 years (e.g. London to South West and South Wales Multi Modal Study
SWARMMS (2002)) of the most recent transport policy for the Greater Bristol
Area.) Thus TBPC supports the initiative for a new junction on the M49 and
improvements to the local highway network identified in paragraph 17.19 and the
identification of the contribution that such improvements can make to the
beneficial attributes of the locality.
25. In terms of accessibility TBPC wishes to make a comment in respect Policy CS7 –
Strategic Transport Infrastructure. Two matters arise:


Improvements to rail services, in particular the introduction of passengers
services on the Henbury Loop. A study has recently been undertaken
“Henbury Rail Study” (HRS) (Core Document Ref. No. RD46) in which
the business case for various options are examined. On a straightforward
Henbury – Temple Meads service the HRS indicates that freight services
from Avonmouth should not be compromised, although further
investigation is advocated to assess any impacts on future freight paths
and the need for any additional infrastructure. For services incorporating
Parkway Station and Severn Beach/Avonmouth the HRS warns of
potential significant averse performance risk, implying this relates to both
passenger and freight movements. Whilst in principal TBPC has no
objection to the Henbury loop serving as a passenger conduit this should
not be at the expense of curtailing the movement of goods on this route.
Across the rail network in general passenger movement tends to have
priority but this link has an established tradition of freight movement, is
critical to the movement of goods imported through Avonmouth and
Portbury Docks, whilst the Harbour Revision Order permitting the
development of the DSCT embraced an objective for the Port Company to
seek to move 50% of container traffic by rail. Freight movement is
important and TBPC is anxious that any passenger services introduced to
the line do not compromise freight paths and thus could only support the
Henbury – Temple Meads direct option and only then subject to an
acceptable outcome into further investigative analysis as noted above.



Given the support that TBPC proffers for the improved highway
infrastructure, including a new M49 junction, as set out in the Severnside
section (Core Strategy para. 17.19) it is suggested that such should be
incorporated in Policy CS7.

CONCLUSION
26. To summarise, The Bristol Port Company is seeking:
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that the areas of land devoted to employment activities should maximise
the geographical benefits of the locality and that the potential identified in
ASODS be further investigated:



that the areas identified as being of potential be, at the very least,
safeguarded for the expansion of employment activities against any other
permanent non-employment development;



that the Core Strategy clearly recognises the strategic nature of the
Avonmouth/Severnside locality in the context of the South West region as
a whole and more specifically the West of England sub-region and therein
reflects the reality the business community accords the location for what it
is as much as for any planning designation:



that the strategic potential of the area be recognised in the active
reconsideration of a reconfigured road network including a new junction
on the M49 to provide a direct link between the area and national strategic
road network:



that in considering the reinstatement of a passenger service on the Henbury
Loop that due account is taken of the line as an important freight path for
not only the existing Bristol port and the Avonmouth – Severnside locality
but the potential that the area has in the future.
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